T:BAR FAQ’s
What brand/type of implants are
supported on the T:BAR system?
The availability and service date will be
determined in near future. Please contact
us for details.

What implant placement angulations
are supported?
T:BAR uses revolutionary segmented T:BARS
that are specifically designed to correct the
angulations of your implant position. No need
to place all the implants in parallel position,
nor is it necessary to utilize Multi-Unit or
angled abutment.

If the T:BAR is segmented, does it mean
the restoration is weaker?
The segmented T:BAR will have a splinted effect
after a final restoration is delivered. It provides
support for cantilever (22mm limit in length),
which gives equal strength to conventional
hybrid restorations.

How many implants can I use on my T:BAR?
You may fit 4 to 6 T:BARS on a patient. However,
there will be additional fees applied for the fifth
and sixth T:BAR.

Is your system compatible with cone
beam/intraoral scanner solutions?
Yes, however, the use of our Tru Scan Body
is mandatory on intraoral scanners.

What tool should I use in order to screw the
bars into the implants?
Attach the T:BAR screws onto the implants and
tighten to recommended torque value with the
screwdriver and manual torque wrench.

What is the T:BAR prosthetic made of?
We offer two options: Monolithic Zirconia or
Monolithic PMMA.
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Can the T:BAR be removed for cleaning?
How much inter-occlusal space is required
for the T:BAR restoration?
Unlike other hybrid restorations, which require
minimum of 17mm occlusal space, our restorations are monolithic in nature and do not use
denture teeth. They are designed in conjunction
with our bar segments, therefore no minimum
space is required. This will prevent additional
osseous reduction during surgery.

Yes, just remove the two posterior screws.

How easy is it to replace the T:BAR?
We keep digital files of all our designs, so duplicates
can be ordered without seeing your patient.

How should my patient care for their T:BAR?
Do I need to perform bone reduction on
my patients?

Water pick is a must. Cleanups must be done every
3 months.

Due to its unique design (see above question)
there is no need to perform any bone reduction
on your patients beyond the usual bone surface
smoothing.
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T:BAR
Restoration Protocol

1st Appointment: Digital Impression & CBCT Scan

The easiest yet strongest CAD/CAM solution for full mouth restorations.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Remove healing abutments.

Place the corresponding Tru Scan Body.
(Note: Scan Bodies must be ordered from
TruAbutment)

Take a CBCT scan image. Have patient
close the bite completely with the existing
dentures. (No bite stick)

Final Arch

2nd Appointment: T:BAR Try-In

Try-In Arch

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Screw the T:BAR into the implants and
tighten to the recommended torque
value with a screwdriver and a manual
torque wrench.

Place PVS adhesive on the T:BAR washable
try in and fill the housing space with heavy
body PVS. Seat the T:BAR in the patient’s
mouth. Evaluate the try in, take a new PVS
bite and then carefully remove it from
the mouth.

Add temporary cement to the anterior
sockets of the deliverable provisional and
seat it in the mouth. Secure it posteriorly
with the included screws and tighten to
the recommended torque value.

T:BAR

3rd Appointment: Final Delivery
Tru Scan Body

Scan Data
*Service available date TBD

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Unscrew and remove the provisional.

Add temporary cement to the anterior sockets
of the T:BAR final restoration and seat it
in the mouth. Secure it posteriorly with the
included screws and tighten to the
recommended torque value.

Adjust the bite as needed.

Clean area as needed.

